Abstract-Molecular communication is a paradigm that utilizes molecules to exchange information between nano-machines. When considering such systems where multiple receivers are present, prior work has assumed for simplicity that they do not interfere with each other. This paper aims to address this issue and shows to what extent an interfering receiver, R I , will have an impact on the target receiver, R T , with respect to Bit Error Rate (BER) and capacity. Furthermore, approximations of the Binomial distribution are applied to reduce the complexity of calculations. Results show the sensitivity in communication performance due to the relative location of the interfering receiver. Critically, placing R I between the transmitter T X and R T causes a significant increase in BER or decrease in capacity.
two identical receivers that can absorb the same type of molecule. One receiver is defined as the target receiver, R T , whilst the other is defined as the interfering receiver, R I . If we use the independence assumptions of [11] and [12] , then there would be no molecule 'sink' or 'absorption' component caused by the presence of the interferer. This further implies that the performance of the system with respect to the target receiver is likely to be overestimated.
This paper aims to clearly show the influence of R I on R T as a function of their relative positions. In this paper, two studies of the effects of positions of R I on R T are presented, see Figs. 1(a) and (b). For both studies, a fixed position of T X and R T is considered. Fig. 1(a) shows the first study, where R I and R T are centered on the same line, i.e., fixed x and ycoordinates. Each receiver's location is defined by the z-coordinate of its center. Three positions of R I will be investigated. Scenario 1 considers that R I is located to the left of both T X and R T . Scenario 2 considers that R I is between T X and R T . Finally, Scenario 3 considers that R I is located to the right of both T X and R T . Fig. 1(b) shows another study, where the positions of T X and R T are the same as the first study, however, R I is placed on a circle that is centered at the origin and the radius of this circle is the distance between T X and R I . In this study, four scenarios are investigated, the details of which are given in Section V. At each of these positions the impact on the Bit Error Rate (BER) and channel capacity of the communication link between T X and R T , which can be represented as the target link, will be shown. This paper will therefore present and contribute the following:
• Firstly, a two-receiver broadcast communication channel with a three-dimensional diffusion-based propagation model is simulated for a molecular communication system with absorbing receivers. One of the important parameters of performance analysis, capture probability, can be obtained through this simulation. According to the analysis of capture probability, interference exists between the two receivers, and each communication channel should therefore not be simply modeled as a PTP channel. It is believed that this is the first paper to show this in the literature.
• Secondly, the channel model is analytically studied for molecular communications, where a detailed explanation and derivation of the arrival model is provided to help the reader more easily understand why and how to use this model. Furthermore, the expressions for BER and channel capacity are derived with the consideration of an arbitrary length of Inter Symbol Interference (ISI).
• Thirdly, two studies of the positions of R I are presented.
First, the position of R I is studied by varying its location on the z-axis. Second, the position of R I is changed along a circle. Thus, the study of positions of R I includes both one-dimensional case and two-dimensional case.
• Finally, the impact of the introduction of the interfering receiver with respect to its relative location is investigated by analyzing the performance of the target link. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The diffusion-based molecular communication model is given in Section II. The channel model is investigated in Section III. In Section IV and Section V, the numerical results for both studies are presented and analyzed. Finally, the paper is concluded in Section VI.
II. DIFFUSION-BASED MOLECULAR COMMUNICATION MODEL
In this work, the three-dimensional random walk is used to describe the molecular diffusion process. If the Cartesian coordinates of the k th molecule at time t are (x k (t), y k (t), z k (t)), then the coordinates of this molecule at time t + t are given by [14] :
where ζ 1 , ζ 2 and ζ 3 are independent random numbers sampled from a Gaussian distribution with mean 0 and variance 1. D is the diffusion coefficient and t is the time step. A number of molecules are released as an impulse at the beginning of each time slot from coordinates (x 0 , y 0 , z 0 ) (i.e., (0, 0, 0)). For the diffusion process, each molecule executes a random walk in three-dimensional space that follows (1) -(3), and each one moves independently of all other molecules [14] . For the reception process, a molecule is absorbed if it is within one of the receivers at the end of a time step. Once it has been absorbed, it is eliminated. The receiver can decode the information by counting the number of received molecules at the end of the time slot. In this work, we assume that the transmitter and receiver are synchronized [15] , [16] and receivers can count the number of received molecules during a time slot [10] .
The ability that a molecule can be captured by the receiver is denoted as the capture probability. The expression of the capture probability for a PTP molecule communication system is given in [17] . However, the analytical expressions for the capture probability with respect to time for the multi-receiver system are still unknown. Therefore, here, the capture probability for each receiver is obtained via simulation process.
In the simulation, the number of received molecules at each receiver in 10 5 trials can be obtained by taking a large time slot duration, t s , (5000s). Thus, the capture probability of a molecule at a receiver can be calculated using the number of received molecules divided by the total number of trials.
The simulation process has been compared with the model for two absorbing spheres in [18] to validate the correct behavior of the simulation process. There, the authors introduced a scenario where molecules located at coordinates (0, 0, z) diffuse to a pair of receivers S 1 and S 2 located at (0, 0, l/2) and (0, 0, −l/2) respectively, where l is an arbitrary distance. For this scenario, the analytical and approximation capture probabilities for S 1 and S 2 are given when the diffusion time is large enough (i.e., as t → ∞). Comparisons in [18] show a strong agreement between the analytical and the approximation results. Thus, only the asymptotic capture probabilities found using the approximate expressions are compared with simulation in this work. The approximations for capture probability p 1,ap with S 1 and p 2,ap with S 2 were introduced as [18, Eq. (4.20) ]:
where r ra is the radius of the receivers, r 1 and r 2 are the distances between the T X and the centers of the two receivers. As shown in Fig. 2 , the capture probabilities found using the approximate expressions (4) and (5) are compared with the simulation results. The parameters used in this comparison agree with [3] and [18] , where l = 4µm, r ra = 0.31487µm, and D = 79.4µm 2 s −1 .
The R-square coefficient [19] of determination is introduced to measure the goodness of fit between simulation results and results from approximations. The closer this value is to 1, the better the fit of the simulation is, and is given by:
where SSE is the sum of squared errors of prediction and SST is the sum of squares of the difference between the dependent variable and its mean. The R-square for S 1 and S 2 are 0.9935 and 0.9910 respectively. This comparison confirms that the results from this simulation process are accurate.
III. CHANNEL ANALYSIS
The influence of R I on R T can be reflected in the performance of the target link. Thus, the focus here is the analysis of the target link.
The value of t s used in Section II is too large to be used in a communication system. Thus, this value can be determined by finding the time at which 60% of molecules arrives at the R T [3] . The capture probability for R T within one time slot, P T (r T , t s ), can be recomputed via the same simulation process introduced in Section II, where r T is the distance between the T X and R T .
Considering an on-off keying modulation scheme, the system transmits information via the release, or not, of molecules from the T X . A '1' is represented by a specific number of molecules released from the T X , and '0' is represented by an absence of released molecules. At the receiver, when the number of molecules exceeds a pre-designed threshold τ , the symbol is denoted as a '1'; otherwise, denoted as a '0'. Considering that N information molecules are released as an impulse at the start of the time slot, the threshold τ can be determined by finding the minimum BER for τ ∈ [1, N] .
Following [3] , the number of molecules received by the receiver out of the current N molecules released in the current time slot, N 0 , follows a Binomial distribution:
The transmitted molecules cannot be guaranteed to reach the receiver within one time slot, which can cause ISI. In this work, we consider a memory channel with an ISI length I . Molecules that do not reach a receiver within one time slot may arrive in a future time slot. We denote N i as the number of molecules that were released at the start of the i th time slot before the current one and arrive in the current time slot.
Consider that N i (N i = y) interfering molecules are received in the current time slot amongst those remaining molecules. Thus the probability density function of N i = y, P r (N i = y) can be derived as:
and then, by applying the Binomial theorem [20] , we derive
where N 0,i is the number of molecules absorbed during
, and q is the probability that a molecule can be absorbed in the current time slot for the i th transmission, i.e., q = (
Equation (9) obviously shows that N i follows a Binomial distribution:
Due to the effects of ISI, the influence from previous consecutive symbols must be considered. However, the summation of Binomial distributions is hard to compute. Thus, N 0 and N i can be approximated using the Gaussian approximation N 0;G , N i;G and the Poisson approximation N 0;P , N i;P , respectively:
where
For a memory channel with an ISI length I , 2 I different bit sequences may be generated based on the different permutations of I previous information symbols. The total number of molecules received in the current time slot is composed of molecules sent at the start of the current time slot, and the number of molecules sent from the start of all I previous time slots. Thus, the total number of molecules received in the current time slot using the Gaussian and Poisson approximations, i.e., N c;G and N c;P respectively can be calculated as:
where {a c−i , i = 0, 1, 2, . . . , I } represents the transmitted information bits in binary form for the current and all previous I symbols. An error occurs when there is a difference between the transmitted symbol and the received symbol. When '0' is transmitted, but '1' is received, the error probability for the Gaussian and Poisson approximations can be computed as:
where:
{a c−i, j i = 1, 2, . . . , I } is the binary message sequence of the bit sequence j , and j = 1, 2, . . . , 2 I , is the bit sequence index. p tx is the transmitted probability of bit '1'. P r (N c;G/P, j > τ) is the probability of N c;G/P, j > τ, and α j is the number of '1's in the bit sequence j . (·) is the cumulative distribution function of standard Gaussian distribution, and Q(·) is the regularized gamma function. Conversely, when a '1' is transmitted, but a '0' is received, the error probability for the Gaussian and Poisson approximations can be given as:
Thus, the BER for the target link, P Te ,can be derived as:
where P 01;G/P, j = P 01;G, j or P 01;P, j and P 10;G/P, j = P 10;G, j or P 10;P, j . The selection is based on the approximation model that will be used for the analysis in the designed system. Consider that the binary input and the output of the single channel can be represented as
Therefore, the capacity of the memory channel for a system with an impulsive on-off keying scheme can be calculated as [21, Eq. (1.2)]:
where I I I (X i ; Y i ) is the mutual information defined as [22, Eq. (5)]:
where For a memory channel with an ISI length I , after the I th symbol, the detection of emitted molecular signal will be affected by the I most recent previous signals. According to (17) - (23), it can be deduced that the average error probability stays constant after the I th symbol, thus:
Therefore, for the memory limited channel, the channel capacity can be simplified as:
The channel capacity for the target link with the Gaussian and Poisson approximations can be derived by substituting the corresponding equations for each approximation into (27).
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS FOR THE FIRST STUDY
In this section, the numerical results for the first study are presented. The capture probability of R T , and the BER and capacity of the target link are given based on the simulation and theoretical derivation. The performance of a PTP communication system is compared against a single receiver, R S , where the transmission distance between T X and R S is r S = 7µm. The set of simulation parameters is shown in Table I .
The T X and R T are placed in fixed positions (0, 0, 0) and (0, 0, 7µm), and the coordinates of R I (0, 0, z I ,) are variable with z I ∈ {−7, −4, −2, 2, 4, 10, 12, 14}µm. We denote r I -, r I + and r I ++ as the distance between the T X and R I in Scenarios 1, 2, and 3, respectively.
Using the simulation process introduced in Section II, the capture probabilities of R T with different positions of R I and R S are illustrated in Fig. 3 . The results show that all capture probabilities increase with increasing simulation time. When the simulation time is long enough, the capture probability appears to converge. It can also be seen that for different positions of R I , the capture probabilities of R T are different. They are all smaller than the capture probability of R S . For the two-receiver system, the maximum and minimum values of capture probabilities of R T occur in Scenario 3 with r I ++ = 14µm, and Scenario 2 with r I + = 2µm respectively. These results illustrate that the capture ability of R T is weakened and have thus shown the different levels of impact due to the existence of R I . This is because R I absorbs information molecules that could have arrived at R T . Furthermore, for different positions of R I , the ability to absorb the information molecules is different which is also reflected in the values of capture probabilities of R T . Finally, the R I has the greatest impact when it is literally blocking the R T , i.e., when R I is placed between T X and R T . These results demonstrate that treating the two-receiver molecular communication as two PTP molecular communication models is inappropriate.
In Section III, the BER and channel capacity were analyzed for the Gaussian and Poisson approximations. In order to determine which approximation is more accurate for this work, the cumulative density functions (CDFs) of the number of received molecules for the Gaussian and Poisson models are compared with the CDF of the simulation results. The Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) is introduced as follows [24, Eq. (8)]: Figs. 4 (a) and 4 (b) show the RMSE of CDFs for PTP system with r S = 7µm and the two-receiver system with r T = 7µm, respectively. The results indicate that the RMSE of the Poisson model is more stable as N varies. However, the Gaussian model obviously improves with increasing N. As shown in Fig. 4(a) , the Poisson model is more accurate for N < 4000, after which the Gaussian model is better. The BER against the number of molecules per bit is also presented in this figure. When N < 4000, a BER level as low as 10 −9 can be measured for both the Gaussian and Poisson models. In this case, the Poisson model is preferred for a PTP communication system based on the lower RMSE values. For the target link of the two-receiver system in Fig. 4(b) , the RMSEs are measured for different distances of R I . The results show that the values of the RMSE of the Poisson model are always lower than the values obtained from the Gaussian model for N = 0 ∼ 10000. Thus, the Poisson approximation is considered in this analysis.
The BERs and capacities of the target link of the tworeceiver system with r T = 7µm and the PTP system with r S = 7µm are presented in Fig. 5(a) and Fig. 6 . The numerical results clearly show that increasing the number of molecules leads to a lower BER and higher capacity. The performance ranking is consistent with the capture probabilities show in Fig. 3 . Thus, the lowest BER and also the highest capacity is provided by the PTP system, and the lowest and highest BERs of the target link occur in Scenario 3 with r I ++ = 14µm and Scenario 2 with r I += 2µm, respectively. The BERs at N = 5000 for different values of z I are shown in Fig. 5(b) . O 1 and O 2 are the regions that R I overlaps with the T X and R T respectively. The overlap between R I and T X or R I and R T is physically unrealizable, thus, these two regions are not considered. This figure directly shows the BER trend of the target link with varying positions of R I . As R I changes position from Scenario 1 to Scenario 2 to Scenario 3, the BER increases at first and when it arrives at the closest position to T X in Scenario 2, the BER reaches a maximum, and then the BER decreases. Both BER and capacity imply that the R I 's existence does reduce the reliability of the target link, and due to the significant impact, the positions of the R I in Scenario 2 are especially undesirable for R T , where the reliability of the target link is the worst of the three Scenarios. In Scenario 2, the R T is effectively blocked by R I , and the capture ability of R I and R T reach their highest level and lowest level, respectively. Thus, the worst performance of R T is obtained. The impact of R I in Scenario 1 and Scenario 3 are very similar, except when r I -= 2µm, i.e., when the R I is very close to the T X . The distance variations of R I in Scenario 3 and Scenario 2 cause the smallest and the biggest change in both BER and capacity respectively. The increase in distance between R I and T X leads to decreasing and increasing the capture probability of R I and R T respectively. Thus, in each scenario, the further the distance between the R I and T X , the less the impact on R T .
V. NUMERICAL RESULTS FOR THE SECOND STUDY
In this section, the second study of the effect of positions of R I on R T is presented. Similar to the first study, the numerical results focus on the capture probability of the R T , and the BER and channel capacity of the target link. A comparison of these results between the two-receiver system and the PTP system are also presented. In the simulation, r I = 5µm, and the coordinate of R I , (x I , 0, z I ) is variable. All other parameters are the same as in Table I .
As shown in Fig. 1(b) , the T X and R T are placed in fixed positions (0, 0, 0) and (0, 0, 7µm), and R I is placed on a circle that is located in the xz -plane and centered at the origin. To distinguish these scenarios from those that were considered in the first study, here, the four scenarios are labeled as Scenario 4 to Scenario 7. The scenarios and the corresponding positions of R I are shown in Table II .
In this study, the position of R I is changing from P1 to P14 in sequence. Fig. 7 shows the comparisons of capture probabilities between R T with different positions of R I and R S . As in the previous study, a PTP molecular communication system gives the maximum value of capture probability. The best and worst case in the two-receiver system occurs in P8 and P1 respectively. When varying the positions of R I according to above order, the distance between R I and R T increases first and when R I is placed in P8, the distance between R I and R T reach the maximum value, after that, this distance begins to decreases. The increase of the distance between R I and R T leads to an increasing of the capture probability of R T . On the contrary, the decrease of this distance increases the impact of R I on R T which results in a decreasing of the capture probability of R T . In addition, the values of capture probability of R T are very similar when R I arrives at those positions which are symmetrical about the z-axis (e.g., P2 and P14). The positions of R I in Scenario 5 and Scenario 6 change to the capture probabilities of R T are fairly minor compare with positions in Scenario 4 and 7. This is because the positions of R I in Scenario 4 and Scenario 7 will be easier for the R I to capture the information molecules that could be absorbed by R T , especially when R I is located at P1.
On the basis of the above analysis, the capture probability curves from P6 to P10 are very similar and differ only slightly from each other. Thus the changes of positions of R I in Scenario 5 and 6 have similar effects on R T . In addition, the capture probabilities of R T are very similar when positions of R I are symmetrical about the z-axis. Therefore, for the remainder of this work, only P1, P2, P3, P4, P5 and P8 are needed for the analysis of BER and channel capacity of the target link.
The RMSE as a decision metric was used in Section IV to determine which approximation is suitable for the proposed system. Employing the same decision method, the Poisson approximation is also selected for use in this study. Fig. 8(a) and Fig. 9 show the BER and capacity of the target link when considering different positions of R I . The results indicate that an increase in the distance between R I and R T leads to decreasing BER and increasing capacity. The worst and the best performance occurs in P1 and P8, respectively. of R I changes from scenario 4 to Scenario 5 to Scenario 6 to Scenario 7, the BER decreases first and when it arrives at the farthest distance from R T , which is P8, the lowest BER is obtained and after that, with decreasing distance between R I and R T , the BER increases again. This study illustrates that when considering the positions of R I that have the same distance from T X , the further the distance between R I and R T , the less the impact on R T .
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, the two-receiver broadcast channel for molecular communications system has been simulated and the idea of an interferer node R I and the effect of its location on R T are introduced. The channel model was then analyzed with both the Gaussian approximation and the Poisson approximation. The RMSE [24] is applied as a metric to determine which approximation is better for the system. Here, two studies of the effect of positions of R I on R T are provided. Through the simulation and theoretical derivations, the impact of the position of R I on R T is shown via the BER and channel capacity of the target link. The results indicate that different positions of R I relative to T X and R T have varying effects on R T , especially when the R T is completely blocked by R I , i.e., the positions in Scenario 2 and P1 in Scenario 4. In addition, for all scenarios, the further the R I is away from T X or R X , the better performance of the target link can be achieved. Furthermore, the performance of the target link of the two-receiver system is always worse than the performance of the PTP system when considering the same parameters. Therefore, the use of the PTP approximation should not be used for a broadcast system with absorbing receivers as it cannot guarantee, or predict, the reliability of the signal at a given receiver.
It can also be concluded from this work that these new findings should open up further avenues of research. The absorbing receiver is in fact an idealization in comparison to binding receivers (either reversibly or irreversibly) with finite kinetic rates and thus the results here provide an upper bound on the performance degradation due to the interfering receiver. Thus, there would be some interesting work to carry out in understanding the design and placement more specifically for an absorbing receiver as found in drug delivery systems as the design may limit the side effects of the drug delivery system [25] .
Furthermore, whilst the focus of this paper has been at the physical layer, further work is also possible at other levels of the stack. Particular interest may be found in optimizing the addressing scheme to minimize the effects from the interfering receivers [26] . In addition, emphasis on either the hidden and/or exposed receiver, as typical concepts of wireless networks, can also be investigated.
Finally, this work, has introduced to the literature the notion of a single interfering receiver but naturally, extensions can be seen found in analyzing multiple interfering receivers at all layers of the stack. 
